
Be the Bank
Customers Love

http://www.timetrade.com


Intelligent Online 
Appointment 
Scheduling
Turn every customer engagement 
into a growth opportunity by 
combining the insight and 
personalization capabilities of 
artificial intelligence with the power 
to connect each customer with the 
right employee at the right time.

Consumers may browse online but often look to 
branch employees for expertise before opening 
an account or applying for a mortgage.

When customers book an appointment to 
visit your branch, they’ll be matched with 
the employee best qualified to serve them — 
ensuring the best possible customer experience, 
and the personalized attention your customers 
demand.

report having difficulty scheduling appointments 
with banks they want to patronize

50% of Consumers
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Why does your bank 
need Intelligent 
Appointment Scheduling?
Every day without it is a missed opportunity.

would be willing to bank on 
a busy weekday if offered a 
guaranteed meeting time 

78%

would specifically choose 
a bank because it offers 
the ability to schedule 
appointments for service

50%

of customers of customers

will only work with banks 
that have physical locations

would prefer to schedule  
an appointment vs. waiting  
at the branch

65%

of customers of customers

55%
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Multiple ways to schedule, one view of 
your customer.
TimeTrade is the only scheduling provider that offers a 360 degree, unified view 
of the customer and their journey. With one platform and four deployment 
options, TimeTrade provides the flexibility to offer your employees the unique 
functionality they need for their role, while providing your business a single view 
of all appointment activity. 

Whether your customers are scheduling in-person appointments at your 
locations or meeting with advisors virtually through web conferencing, 
TimeTrade’s unified scheduling captures and syncs appointment data right to 
your CRM, such as Salesforce, keeping one record that your business can use 
to build actionable insights.



Why Top Banks and Credit 
Unions Choose TimeTrade
TimeTrade pioneered the online scheduling category 
more than 15 years ago, and remains the world’s 
#1 Intelligent Appointment Scheduling solution.

Robust Features
Connect with customers on every channel, from web to mobile, instantly matching 
each customer with the right resources via Smart Matching and Appointment Routing. 
Custom availability and personal calendar sync reflect the true availability of your 
employees, equipment and locations, with automatic updates to leading calendaring 
systems.

Seemless Scalability
Tested by the largest enterprises, retailers and banks to support their strict requirements 
and fluctuations in customer demand, TimeTrade is able to drive our clients’ growth 
without compromise. TimeTrade will meet complex needs such as supporting thousands 
of appointments per second and increasing resource capacity on-demand when client 
needs scale. 

Complete Flexibility
Our platform is designed to adapt and grow with your company. TimeTrade can 
be easily tailored to fit your business rules, scheduling needs and customer base, 
and offers seamless integration with complementary solutions such as workforce 
management, CRM, and marketing automation to capture essential KPIs.

Unmatched Security 
TimeTrade’s unmatched efforts to provide privacy and security to our clients are where 
most competitors fall short. TimeTrade follows the strict practices of SOC II Type 2 
security and protection requirements and is EU Privacy Shield certified. This is why 10 
of the top 20 banks and financial institutions in North America trust TimeTrade.

Trusted by 
10 of 20
Top North American banks

550,000,000+ 
conversations created

45,000+ 
locations enabled with TimeTrade 

Dozens
of partnerships with 
innovators including 
Google, Salesforce, 
Microsoft, IBM, Yext, FIS, 
Verint, and Vidyo

4 Patents
Awarded, 7 Pending

7 Patents
Businesses deployed with TimeTrade
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Connect | Acquire | Retain
The banking environment continues to evolve. 

Today’s on-demand consumers expect a superior customer experience on every channel, 
at any time, whether digital or physical. To keep pace, banks and credit unions are shifting 
their strategies to create more value-added human-to-human interactions, including the 
ability to deliver personalized service and offers at every stage of the customer journey.

Email Kiosk

Survey
Website

Search

Social
Queue Display

VoiceText

Wealth
Management

Mortgage & Loans
Investment

Banking

Insurance

Banking

ON-SITE

IN ADVANCE

ON MY WAY

   POST

Intelligent Customer 
Engagement

Moment of 
Interaction

Customer-facing 
Teams

RetainAcquireConnect

Mobile Call Center

Legal
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Never miss an opportunity to connect with omnichannel Intelligent 
Appointment Scheduling from TimeTrade. 

Omnichannel Appointments

Twelve core capabilities ensure that you capture customers at the peak of their interest, converting 
browsers to buyers with simple, intuitive appointment booking via mobile devices, online searches, 
voice, text, web or your customer-facing application.

Address Customer Needs

Appointment Routing and 
Dynamic Availability ensure that 
each customer meets with the 
available team member best 
qualified to meet their needs, at 
the right time and in the most 
convenient location.

Provide True Availability

Personal calendars, workforce 
management scheduling tools and 
other resources are continuously 
monitored for activities outside the 
TimeTrade platform, so your team 
will never be double booked. 

No More No-Shows

Text and email reminders 
increase the likelihood that 
prospects and customers will 
show up. Real-time calendar 
updates make rescheduling 
simple, and end the calling, 
chasing and waiting game.



The Numbers Speak for Themselves

Boost Conversions
50% reduction in
conversion steps

Earn New Business
75% of appointments booked 
through Reserve with Google 

are new customers

Reduce Cost Per Lead
80% decrease in CAC compared  

to traditional PPC methods

Increase Appointments
16% average increase in 
appointment volumes

Convert searches to booked appointments right 
from Google.

The power of search cannot be ignored. 98% of consumers indicate that 
they “always” or “frequently” use online search engines such as Google to find  
branch locations. 

Reserve with Google allows you to leverage your digital presence to drive branch 
traffic from Google Search, Google Maps, or Google Assistant. Customers can 
schedule appointments while searching for your bank from their desktop, while 
on the go using Google Maps, or when they’re short on time and using Google 
Assistant. Reserve with Google increases your brand’s visibility using Google’s native 
interface, allowing customers to schedule appointments as easily as they can view 
branch hours and directions.

Reserve with Google
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Events & Classes
Events & Classes from TimeTrade allows you to execute 
experiential marketing programs that strengthen the 
value of your brand, build sustained customer loyalty 
and drive engagement.

Centralized 
Management, Store-
Level Execution

Schedule One-
Time or Recurring 
Events

Register Online or 
On-Location

Ensure that your program 
messaging and branding  
are consistently applied across 
all locations with easy-to-use 
templates.

Create a one-time event or 
a recurring class, assign a 
location and determine which 
team member will lead it. 
Allow individual locations 
to choose templates and 
schedule the events that best 
suit their needs.

Invite customers to register 
for events and classes 
from your website, email 
campaigns, social media 
channels, or even in-person.

Simplify On-Site 
Attendee Management

Check-in attendees, mark no-
shows and promote wait-listed 
registrants with on-site event 
management tools.

Automated Personalized 
Notifications

Drive attendance and 
continue the conversation 
after the event by sending 
automated notifications based 
on your customers’ unique 
preferences.

Learn from Analytics and 
Reporting

Track event KPIs and link 
your marketing efforts to 
a customer’s on-location 
experience and transaction
history.



In-Branch Queue Management
Create a seamless, in-branch customer experience with Queue 
Manager from TimeTrade, a fully configurable, real-time customer 
flow management solution. 

Concierge Mobile allows your sales floor to see upcoming appointments, check in visitors, and 
capture key details for every visit. Customers may check in via a self-service kiosk. Queue Display 
offers full transparency to your visitors of their place in line and when they will be helped. Queue 
Manager tools orchestrate your on-site customer traffic, so you can focus on providing optimal 
service to each customer.
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Reporting & Analytics
Adapt and improve after each customer appointment with 
TimeTrade’s customer experience analytics. Learn how many 
appointments have been scheduled, completed or missed, and 
review employee utilization to adjust staffing levels based on 
customer demand.

Conversion Path Insights™

Learn how many appointments 

have been scheduled, completed 

or missed. Determine proper staff 

scheduling by day and time.

Resource Optimization

Lead time data tells you the 
time between appointment 
booking and occurrence, 
helping you to adjust staffing 
and location availability.

Online to Onsite Analytics™

Measure the effectiveness 
of your online customer 
acquisition programs 
and digital campaigns. 
Track attribution through 
purchase, whether online 
or in-branch.

Post-Purchase Survey

Understand customer 
satisfaction with fast, 
customizable post-
appointment text or email 
surveys to capture actionable 
data like Net Promoter Scores.

Next Best Action™

Filter and analyze dashboard 
data to determine your 
Appointment Quality Index®  
KPI, showing strengths and 
areas for improvement.

CRM Compatibility 

Easily export data manually 
or via integrations. Capture 
appointment data within 
each customer record 
in your CRM, including 
Salesforce.



Delivering Breakthrough 
Results for Retail Banks
Optimize engagement through all phases of the customer 
relationship with TimeTrade’s Intelligent Appointment 
Scheduling solution.

Return on Investment
Increase appointments scheduled,  
appointment show-rate, and revenue per 
appointment results for 150-300% ROI.
 

150%+

CALENDAR
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Growth in Appointment Volume
Increase for in-branch appointments 
versus traditional appointment 
scheduling methods.

70%
Show Rate 
Increase customer show rates to 
more than 90% with automated, 
personalized notifications and reminders.

90%+

WELCOME

Boost In-Branch Traffic
Appointment scheduling and queue 
management are proven to increase 
the flow of high-value branch traffic 
as measured by appointment volume 
and spend per visit.

15%
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All other company or product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

About TimeTrade
TimeTrade helps leading brands optimize engagement through all phases of  

the customer relationship. TimeTrade’s Intelligent Appointment Scheduling 

solution harnesses the power of artificial intelligence to improve meeting 

scheduling strategies through real-time customer insights and actions,  

producing better meetings and higher growth businesses, with TimeTrade 

customers outpacing their peers by nearly 3X. Tens of thousands of businesses 

– including leading global banks, retailers, and software companies – use 

TimeTrade’s Appointments-as-a-Service platform to deliver the personalized 

attention expected by today’s on demand consumers.

http://bit.ly/TimeTradeSales

https://www.timetrade.com/appointment-router-hp1-demo/

